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ABSTRACT: Privacy plays vital role in cloud computing and integrity. Key Aggregation, offer integrity and privacy 
to user without involving key information to be stored and used for every file. Paper follows aggregate key generation 
and management, The valid user can access their information using their private key and the global secret key 
information which is regulate during or after authentication process. Hash of keywords are calculated and stored on 
cloud with these keywords user can search for required document on cloud. System does not bother if secrete key either 
hack, the intruder cannot access the data while it can be decrypted only by using a private key and as we are passing 
hash keywords along with encrypted file both network path as well as cloud storage maintains its security. Here is no 
importance to send associate key and its file. All data will be encrypted by the global Secret Key. So data will be 
protected at a cloud place. Consumers who need file or information will access the data using their private key so file 
and its key not required. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

 Cloud computing is being used extensively for data sharing therefore it is an essential aspect for security, efficient 
and flexible sharing of data with the other authorized users is very important in case of cloud data sharing. New public-
key cryptosystems produce Coded texts which are of constant size so that decryption rights for sets of Coded texts can 
be efficiently Cloud privacy needs to deal with data integrity and privacy to ensure that data is not corrupted. Secret 
keys which are aggregated are very useful for ensuring data integrity and privacy. The user who is having secret key is 
allowed to release a constant-size aggregate key so that Coded text set can be flexibly chosen while ensuring that the 
other encrypted files out of the set stay confidential. The constant-size aggregate key(size of aggregate key does not 
depend on size of file) which is released by the user can be easily propagated to other consumers or it can be saved in a 
smart card. It can perform integrity and privacy analysis of the schemes which are in the standard model. 
 

The data to be propagated is mostly crucial, which is avail-able only to a certain stage. For example, the data used in 
commercial intelligence, hospital system, bank transactions are highly crucial. These crucial data must be mitigated in a 
highly secured manner. To maintain confidentiality of user’s crucial data, existing techniques employ cryptographic 
methods by exposing decryption keys only to the authorized data owners and consumers [10]. 
 
In this paper, a method to mitigate data in a highly secured manner is proposed, using an aggregate key instead of using 
the separate keys of each file. This reduces the time for transferring the keys and improves performance of sharing data. 
 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

The survey has been carried out on data sharing issues in a confidential manner; Privacy-Preserving Public Auditing 
is being analysed [1]. In their system a protected cloud storage method is proposed which supports privacy- preserving 
public auditing. Existing systems make use of a TPA (third party auditor) to satisfy auditing requirements for any 
number of consumers in a parallel and efficient manner. Consumers can access the cloud infrastructure as if it is in their 
own local area without bothering to check its integrity. Maintaining the Integrity of the Specifications Service providers 
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cannot attend auditing requests of all its users. Hence, SP relies on TPA, which performs batch- auditing to deal with 
the auditing requirements of the users. However, the third party auditors are susceptible to compromise in the integrity 
and privacy of the outer data. The system uses same linear authenticator along with random Tagging. This can 
guarantee that the TPA (third party auditor) is restricted from learning any knowledge about the outer data. Data 
integrity and privacy of systems with multiuser setting is threatened as the privacy-preserving public auditing protocol 
cannot be Carry to future extensive cloud storage as it less Productive. Trusted computing aims to address the problem 
of trustworthy online computing through the use of remote attestation [2]. Remote attestation leads to denial of service 
attacks because the challenger should be appraised by the target platform about its software and hardware 
configurations. Federated Identity Management Systems meant for integrity and privacy by delegating the 
authentication 
       functionality to a trusted third party called identity providers. Missed out on other aspects or area like platform 
integrity. The identity providers are entrusted with the duty of ensuring the integrity of the user platform. The remote 
attestation technique used here is not suitable for real world problems. More practical remote attestation method has to 
be employed. The cloud computing Flow is used widely as it provides software and hardware as services to the users. 
Therefore a variety of integrity and privacy and privacy concerns arise as the data is not within the area of the user. One 
of the integrity and privacy concerns arises due to the handling of data [5]. The consumers and companies that make 
use of the cloud services have preferences about the treatment of their data. The lawmakers impose requirements and 
obligations for specific types of data. Existing cloud services do not allow the consumers to set these requirements and 
hence the user or the company cannot be convinced about the integrity and privacy of their data. In the proposed 
system for integrity and privacy, distributed data storage service is Carry in such a way that it satisfies the data-
handling requirements. The data-handling requirements include the location where the outer data of the user resides and 
how long the data is about to stay in that location. The user creates a data annotation which has the specifications about 
the location and duration of data. If it matches the data handling policies, the service provider signs the annotation. 
However, integrity and privacy and privacy concerns still exist. An efficient and inherently protected dynamic auditing 
protocol [6] uses cryptographic methods in ensuring data privacy. The technique involves the combination of 
cryptographic techniques and the orthogonal property of Orthogonal pairing instead of mask technique. Unlike the 
mask technique, this system does not involve additional trust organizer. This auditing scheme incurs less cost for both 
communication and computation. As Cloud computing allows data owners to store their data in cloud servers and 
allows access to the users, various integrity and privacy concerns arise. The data owners require an independent and 
reliable auditing service to ensure the integrity of their outer data and convince data owners about the integrity of their 
data. Integrity checking methods which are previously existing can check only static archive data. this paper is that 
computing a certain number of updates and challenges are limited and fixed beforehand. This cannot perform loop 
insertion anywhere. Hence this scheme causes heavy computation cost to the server. Cloud storage is a storage of data 
online in the cloud which is available from multiple and connected resources. Cloud storage can provide better 
accessibility and reliability, strong protected ion, disaster recovery, and lowest cost. Cloud storage having important 
functionality, i.e. securely, efficiently, flexibly sharing data with others. A novel public key encryption, which is called 
as Key-aggregate cryptosystem (KAC) is introduced in this work. Key-aggregate cryptosystem produce constant size 
Coded texts such that the efficient propagation of decryption rights for any set of Coded text are possible. Any set of 
secret keys can be aggregated and make them as single key, which power of all the keys being aggregated. This 
aggregate key can be sent to the others for decryption of Coded text set and remaining encrypted files outside the set 
are remains confidential. 
 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

  Protected data sharing in the cloud using the aggregate key aims in sharing the data without transferring keys for 
each file. The asymmetric encryption standard is used for encrypting all the data followed by public key encryption. 
The end user can access their data using their private key and the Global secret key which is transferred during the 
authentication process. Even though the Global secret key is hacked during transmission, malicious attacker cannot get 
the data since it can be decrypted only by using a private key. Keys need not be transferred for each file, data will be 
encrypted using a Global secret key. So the data will be safe at remote place. The consumers who need the data will 
access the data using their private key 
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3.1 Architecture 
Data integrity and privacy is motive at protected sharing of data using a asymmetric encryption standard followed by 

public key cryptosystem. So within this method two keys are used for encrypting the data and the keys are Global 
secret key followed by the public key of the user. The intended user will get authenticated and use Global secret key 
followed by private key of the user to decrypt the data. 
 
The backend database used here is MYSQL enterprise Data Store. Apache Data Store is an open source distributed 
database management system which can operate enormous amount of data stored across commodity servers .The 
redundant storage provides for an increased availability has no chance for a single point of failure. Innumerable 
commodity servers can be included in a Data Store cluster. Data Store caters to clusters present across numerous data 
centres using asynchronous master less replication, which decreases the latency of operations of all clients. The data 
model of Data Store involves a partitioned row store with tunable consistency. In Data Store each row has unique row 
key. Each key has a value which corresponds to a column. Then the columns are grouped to form column families 
which can be considered as a table. The Overall architecture diagram is shown. The system uses either the Amazon 
cloud or GlassFish server for storing their data. Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Any Elastic Cloud) maintains 
resizable computing capacity in the cloud. It is designed to limit the difficulties of the developers in using web-scale 
cloud computing. Any Elastic Cloud has an uncomplicated web service interface we are using Java web service for 
implementation which allows us to obtain and arrange capacity with less overhead. It provides us with Overall control 
of our computing resources and lets us run on Amazon’s cloud computing environment. Obtaining and booting new 
server instances can be done in a lesser time using Any Elastic Cloud. Any Elastic Cloud protects the developers from 
various failures Situation. It helps them build applications which are resilient to failure. With changing computing 
requirements, Any Elastic Cloud helps to scale capacity rapidly. There are cost benefits as well as it is a pay as per 
usage model. A virtual private cloud can be set up with the desired IP range ensuring data security. Any Elastic Cloud 
can also provide dedicated instances for consumers who need dedicated hardware to run their instances thereby data 
security are preserved. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Proposed system Architecture  

 
 
3.2 Implementation Details 
Figure 1 shows working of proposed system as in proposed cloud environment user first needs to do registration after 
registration user can login to the system and can select the file. User need to select the class of file and send request for 
uploading. Once request is received from user server generates server key and send it to user. When user receives 
server key user inputs user key and generates new key using key of server, class and user key. System Applies keyword 
ranking and calculate hash of each keyword. System then encrypts file using generated key and send file along with 
hash of keywords to server. Encrypted data and keywords are also saved in DB. At the receiver end when registered 
receiver logins to the system he inputs/gives keywords for searching a file on cloud storage then system calculates hash 
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of those keywords and send to the server. After comparing hash of file keywords with query keywords and if match is 
found relevant file list is sent to the client. User then request for a file to download. Regeneration of key is performed at 
receiver end and data is then decrypted using this newly generated key and receiver can view original data 
 
Algorithm 1 Creating user, attacker profile and detect intruder 
   1. Sender: 
 

I. 1.SelFilex = Files[filea , fileb , filec .....] 
 

II 2.InpUserKey = UKey[Ukey0]  
III 3.GenAggKey =AggKey[AggKeyx] 
IV 4.KeyWordRanking=Rank[Keyword0,Keyword1,Keyword2Keywordn 

 
V 5.HashKeyword=Hash[hshKeyword0,hshKeyword1,hshKeywordn] 

 
VI 6.EncryptFile using generated key = EncFile[AggKeyx] 

 
VII 7.Transfer File and Has of Keywords 
 
2. Cloud Server: 
 
I 1.GenKey = [Key0,Key1,.Keyn] 
 
II 2.EncDtKeywords = Insert encrypted data and keywords into DB 
 
III 3.CmpHshFilewithHshQuery = cmp(hshFile,hshQuery) 
 
IV. 4. If match found = send relevant data to client 
 
V. 5.Decrypt Data using Generated Aggregate Key = Dec[AggKeyx] 
 
VI. 6.View original Data 
 
The Fig.1 shows the implementation overview of a cloud data storage system using aggregate key. The 

crucial data of sender is sent to the cloud storage by safe network path, searching of data is also easier in 
this system due to calculation of hash keywords and due to keyword matching implementation. The user 
gets authenticated by comparing digital signature while authentication. 
 

IV. RESULT ANALYSES 
 
4.2 Performance Evaluation 
The proposed work is more extensible than existing hierarchical key assignment techniques which is limited to saving 
spaces if all key-Person mitigate a same set of privileges. This work uses meta crypto scheme which involves both 
ARSA and AAES algorithm. This system focuses on encrypting of data as well as calculation of hash of keywords due 
to which data remains secured on cloud storage server as well as through the network. Hence the inter communication 
involving more transfer of keys for data sharing is reduced. Encryption with aggregate key which is generated at sender 
as well at the receiver ends and hash of keywords make system more secure and enhances performance by allowing 
user to search relevant data more speedily.  
         Encryption is made such a way that decryption cannot be done using public key [1]. Cryptanalysis for protected 
data sharing is made using Cloud Framework and Data Store. This approach will provide scalable data sharing system 
by generating keys in linear order of time. Processing time for transferring file becomes very low. With the fact that 
there is no need to transfer key used for encryption, which in turn reduces the processing time. Even though it takes 
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more time compared to ARSA algorithm to transfer files, the stage of security is higher since it does encryption by 
adding class of files and calculates hash of keywords as well. Therefore if some data want to compromise it needs to 
compromise at three stages while calculating aggregate key, while adding a class of file and while calculating hash of 
keywords for a particular file. If all these three phases are compromised then only data or file stored on cloud storage 
can be hacked. 
   The Initial results obtained for the given security model is analyzed considering Various Situation. Various 
encryption techniques are compared with their processing time for various file sizes. The graph Fig.5 shows the overall 
evaluation of the encryption techniques. It clearly shows that the proposed algorithm works more efficiently than the 
other encryption standards being compared. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                            
 
 

Figure 2.  Evaluation of AES, RSA and Improved KAC encryption standards 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
 
Figure 2 shows evaluation of proposed system against AES, RSA and Improved KAC encryption standards which 
proves that, proposed system secure data storage and sharing framework using an aggregate key is very effective for 
storing crucial data on cloud. The Data can be securely propagated in cloud storage using this aggregate key technique. 
Using a single specialized Aggregate key is an important feature of the proposed system. This reduces the usage of 
multiple keys sharing between the senders and receivers and hence ensures security of the data being mitigated. Despite 
being encrypted, the data to be mitigated will be safe in the remote place. In this system we are calculating hash of 
keywords for file being stored in cloud which results in faster searching of file/data on cloud and also ensure secured 
network transmission path as well data storage. 
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